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   %pre | whoami @work



   %pre | whoami @work



   %pre | whoami @work

www.heise.de/thema/Kernel_Log

http://www.heise.de/thema/Kernel_Log


   %pre | whoami @work

    closed down July 2013 :-(



    %pre | whoami @Fedora



    %pre | whoami @Fedora



    %pre | whoami @linux

not    a Linux kernel
developer



    %pre | whoami @linux

  good overview



    %pre | whoami @linux

    thanks to my constant
reporting



    %pre | whoami @linux

    thanks to working as
   regression tracker for

   Linux 4.7 and 4.8



    %pre | whoami @linux

   and thx to lwn.net



   %pre | this talk

   1. short status overview

  2. recent developments

  3. important changes

    4. things in the works

  5. meta   view on development



   %pre | this talk

     - 1. short status overview -
      Where we are and was is

  happening right now



   %pre | this talk

  - 2.  recent developments -
   features in the

  newest kernel version



   %pre | this talk

  - 3.  important changes - 

   important changes in the
    past 12 to 18 months



   %pre | this talk

     - 4. work in progress -
     trying to look ahead a bit



   %pre | this talk

    - 5. meta view -
   development pace, growth,

    number of developers, current
 problems, ...



   %pre | this talk

    BTW: slides will continue
   to change this frequently

    (this is already slide #21)



   %pre | this talk

  therefore better write
 questions down!



 part 1:

  short status overview



 brief overview

  everything works
  smoothly as usual

    this is a good thing!



 brief overview

current  kernel version:
 Linux 4.8



 brief overview

 released yesterday



 brief overview

    Ubuntu 16.10 will use it
   and many others, too



 brief overview

     like each new version, it
   brings support for

    ~500 more devices or
 device classes



 brief overview

       100 to 200 of them are for
    ACPI-, USB-, or PCI/PCIe
devices



 brief overview

    that's important because
   hardware vendors release

  new devices frequently



 brief overview

     a bunch of new &
   improved security and
 hardening techniques

      quite a lot happens in this area!



 brief overview

    ETA for Linux 4.9:
  December, 5th

   or one week later



 brief overview

    new versions typically get
 released every

   9 or 10 weeks
    one week less than

   a few years ago



 brief overview

    you can bet on it!
   you'll lose sometimes,

     but win most of the time



 brief overview

    every new version consists
   of ~12.500 Commits



 brief overview

  from about
 ~1.500 developers



 brief overview

  containing about
   700.000 lines of

   new or modifed code



 brief overview

  sources grow by
 ~290.000 lines

 every release



 brief overview
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 brief overview

     22 million lines of code
  (including documentation,

   comments, blank lines, …)



 brief overview

   between 4.7 and 4.8-rc1
  14 days with

  12.423 commits containing
   647.518 insertions &

  307.408 deletions



 brief overview

  one change every
 97 seconds



 brief overview

   despite that speed,
   everything works very well

   nothing to worry about



 brief overview

www.linux.com/publications/linux-kernel-development-how-fast-it-going-who-doing-it-what-they-are-doing-and-who-5

https://www.linux.com/publications/linux-kernel-development-how-fast-it-going-who-doing-it-what-they-are-doing-and-who-5


 brief overview

www.linux.com/publications/linux-kernel-development-how-fast-it-going-who-doing-it-what-they-are-doing-and-who-5

https://www.linux.com/publications/linux-kernel-development-how-fast-it-going-who-doing-it-what-they-are-doing-and-who-5


 brief overview

lwn.net/Articles/701650/

https://lwn.net/Articles/701650/


 brief overview

lwn.net/Articles/701650/

https://lwn.net/Articles/701650/


   that was part 1



 next up



 part 2:

 recent developments



recently   | Linux 4.7

 Linux 4.8



recently   | Linux 4.8

 XFS RMAP

 Intel vGPU

   driver for GeForce 1000

   eXpress Data Path (XDP)



recently   | Linux 4.8

   the frst three
   are still WIP :-/

     (and that's why they get
    mentioned later in this talk)



recently   | Linux 4.8

       and even XDP is still in its
 early phase



recently   | Linux 4.8

    XDP is a programmable
   and high performance

  networking data path



recently   | Linux 4.8

     IOW: a bypass within the
     kernel to handle some of
  the network trafc



recently   | Linux 4.8

    picks up packages right
    after the NIC got them



recently   | Linux 4.8

     and process them with BPF
  programs you write



recently   | Linux 4.8

 less features



recently   | Linux 4.8

   but handles some tasks
  quicker and with

 less overhead



recently   | Linux 4.8

  supported right now:
  early drop,
  forward & rewrite



recently   | Linux 4.8

 DDoS mitigation/defense

  more efcient forwarding



recently   | Linux 4.8

    not a kernel bypass,
 like DPDK



recently   | Linux 4.8

github.com/iovisor/bpf-docs/raw/master/Express_Data_Path.pdf

https://github.com/iovisor/bpf-docs/raw/master/Express_Data_Path.pdf


recently   | Linux 4.8

  4.8: what else?



recently    | 4.8: even more

  optimized WLAN transfers

   improved Raspi 3 support

  architecture emulation
 containers

     drivers for new graphic cores
   from ARM, Intel, Nvidia



recently    | 4.8: even more

    Software driver for RDMA over 
  Converged Ethernet (RoCE)

   bunch of security improvements

     new tools and formats for
  writing kernel documentation



recently    | 4.8: even more

more details about 4.8:
heise.de/-3283402

 lwn.net/Kernel/Index/#Releases-4.8

 kernelnewbies.org/Linux_4.8 (WIP)



recently    | 4.8: even more

     4.8 will soon be used in
    Arch Linux, Ubuntu 16.10,

 OpenSuse Tumbleweed
      within a few weeks also in

 Fedora 23/24/25…



   that was part 2



 next up



 part 3:
 important changes



 important changes

    Kernel Self Protection /
 kernel hardening



   changes | kernel hardening

    security bugs just happen



   changes | kernel hardening

    it often takes 5 years
   until they are found



   changes | kernel hardening

    need to protect the kernel
  against common faws



   changes | kernel hardening

    just like today's cars
    are prepared for a

  potential crash



   changes | kernel hardening

    the Kernel Self Protection
    Projekt (aka KSPP) drives

 these eforts



   changes | kernel hardening

    they improved or merged
      a big bunch of security and

 hardening techniques



   changes | kernel hardening

 KASLR improvements,
   SLUB freelist randomization,

  GCC Plugins,
   Hardened usercopy,
   ro_after_init for modules,

 improved RNG



   changes | kernel hardening

   that's just what's
  new in 4.8!

       note: (1) most, but not all were
      driven by the KSPP; (2) some

   were ported from grsecurity/PAX



   changes | kernel hardening

  many similar things
  in earlier versions



   changes | kernel hardening

  more to come
    Kernel stack hardening in 4.9?



   changes | kernel hardening

    BTW: yes, this hardening
    sometimes has a negative

   impact on performance



   changes | kernel hardening

   just like protections
   techniques make cars

   heavier and thus slower
   get used to it



   changes | kernel hardening

     more details in videos and
    slides from the recently
   held security summit



   changes | kernel hardening

www.youtube.com/watch?v=aMkCKeZ8xZw

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aMkCKeZ8xZw


 important changes

 what else?



 important changes

BPF    got improved and
  became more important

     (and there is more to come)



  WIP | BPF

   Berkeley Packet Filter/BPF:
     What tcpdump uses to just

   get the relevant packages



  WIP | BPF

   was improved (Extended
    BPF/eBPF) and became

   fexible & programmable
 in-kernel VM



  WIP | BPF

   VM == "abstract
 computing machine"

     (think of a Java VM
  and not KVM/XEN/VMware/...)



  WIP | BPF

    making the BPF more
  capable and useful

      (the e in eBPF got dropped lately)



  WIP | BPF

     BPF is used in more
  and more areas

    to improve things or
  realize new features



  WIP | BPF

   network trafc control,
  performance monitoring,

   tracing, syscall fltering, ...



  WIP | BPF

     for example used in the
  eXpress Data Path/XDP



  WIP | BPF

  dynamically analyzing
   performance improved a

   lot thx to eBPF
became/becomes

  more D-Trace like



  WIP | BPF

github.com/iovisor/bcc

https://github.com/iovisor/bcc


  WIP | BPF

www.brendangregg.com/blog/2016-03-05/linux-bpf-superpowers.html

http://www.brendangregg.com/blog/2016-03-05/linux-bpf-superpowers.html


 important changes

 what else?



 important changes

   the graphics drivers
   improved quite a lot



  changes | GPU

     not only those in the
    kernel, but and the

    userland drivers which are
    build on top of it



  changes | GPU

    worth its own talk :-/
     (what follows is a brief overview)



  changes | GPU

     Quelle: c't 23/2014, S. 160f: http://www.heise.de/ct/ausgabe/2014-23-Die-Grafktreiber-Architektur-von-Linux-2415770.html



changes  | GPU

     that's why some of the
   improvements I'll mention

   are in userland drivers



  changes | GPU

 Intel GPUs



   changes | GPU Intel

   fnally supports OpenGL
   4.3 with Mesa 12.0

 (run more games  , #yeah!)



   changes | GPU Intel

     Mesa 12.1 (13.0) will soon
     bring support for 4.4 or 4.5



   changes | GPU Intel

     Intel's drivers are not as
   good as their reputation

    (Skylake support for example
     came late and had stability

   problems in the beginning)



  changes | GPU

 next up



  changes | GPU

 AMD Radeon



   changes | GPU AMD

   FLOSS drivers got
      a whole lot better in the

  past two years!
 (thx AMD!)



   changes | GPU AMD

   most things just work
   Video acceleration, power

    management, DP MST, HiDPI,
   HDMI&DP Audio, …



   changes | GPU AMD

   and 3D performance
   improved quite a lot



   changes | GPU AMD

     sometimes it's close to or
     even better than AMDs old

 proprietary drivers
   (for the older GPUs)



   changes | GPU AMD

  Mesa 12.0 brought 
  OpenGL 4.3 support  , too



   changes | GPU AMD

    4.7 brought support for
  the latest GPUs
  Rx 400 series



   changes | GPU AMD

    IOW: AMDs FLOSS drivers
    are more than good

   enough for most things
    and better than their reputation



   changes | GPU AMD

   some problems as well
    DAL, performance on newer

 GPUs, …



  changes | GPU

 next up



  changes | GPU

 Nvidia GeForce



   changes | GPU Nvidia

    FLOSS drivers still slow
     and lack a lot of features

    nevertheless they are good
    enough for some use cases



   changes | GPU Nvidia

     it didn't help much that
    Nvidia participates a little

  in Nouveau development
      (since ~2 years now thx to Tegra)



   changes | GPU Nvidia

   acceleration on recent
   GPUs requires a

  signed frmware
   900 and 1000er series



   changes | GPU Nvidia

      took more than a year for
  the 900 series



   changes | GPU Nvidia

  support merged
  in Linux 4.6



   changes | GPU Nvidia

    4.8 brought a driver for
   GeForce 1070 & 1080



   changes | GPU Nvidia

     still waiting for Nvidia to
   release the Firmware :-/



 important changes

 what else?



  changes | Btrfs

 BTRFS:
   *no* big changes recently



  changes | Btrfs

    but a few small
  improvements and fxes



  changes | Btrfs

    is this "Next generation
     fle system for Linux"

 fnally stable?



  changes | Btrfs

      that questions is a bit like
   "can I swim here?"



  changes | Btrfs

    the answer depends on
  the local conditions



  changes | Btrfs

   but also on your
 swimming abilities



  changes | Btrfs

      for Ext4 it's a bit like this



  changes | Btrfs
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  changes | Btrfs

     for Btrfs it's more like this



  changes | Btrfs
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  changes | Btrfs

    that's for the common
      usage of Btrfs; there are a

    few areas more like this



  changes | Btrfs



  changes | Btrfs

      as some parts of Btrfs are
   still WIP and unstable



  changes | Btrfs

   for example the
  RAID 5/6 support



  changes | Btrfs

btrfs.wiki.kernel.org/index.php/Status

https://btrfs.wiki.kernel.org/index.php/Status


  changes | Btrfs

     one of the reasons why
    Btrfs still requires a

 learning phase



  changes | Btrfs

    which is only worth it
     if you beneft from Btrfs

features



 important changes

 what else?



 important changes

     quite a lot of improve-
    ments in the network area

      (way to many to mention the all)



   changes | network

    some made Linux ready
   for 100 Gigabit Ethernet

  (just one example)



   changes | network

   a lot of improvements
 for tunneling
#cloud



   changes | network

  nft/nftables
matures slowly

 (iptables successor)



 important changes

 what else?



changes

 virtio-gpu/Virgl 3D



  changes | virtio-gpu

    3D in Linux VMs running 

on   a Linux host



  changes | virtio-gpu

     3D driver in the guest
    passed commands to the

    host which executes them
   with its 3D driver



  changes | virtio-gpu

  everything required in
  the latest distros
    (e.g. Linux >= 4.4 &&

   Mesa >= 11.1 &&
     Qemu >= 2.5 && …)



changes

 what else?



changes

Raspberry-Pi-Support



  changes | raspi

      out of the box support for
    the various raspi variants

  improved a lot



  changes | raspi

     and we now have foss
    drivers in kernel and Mesa

 called "vc4"



changes

 what else?



changes

    a lot of other things



   changes | much more

   copy ofoading for NFS

   OOM killer got optimized

  ARM64 support matures

  parallel NFS (pnfs)

 Cgroup v2



   changes | much more

     NVDIMMs and other types of
  Persistent Memory (pmem)

   CRIU (Checkpoint & Restart)

 Cgroup Namespaces

   userfaultfd: Post-copy live
  migration for Qemu/KVM



   that was part 3



 next up



 part 4:
   things in the works

  (aka "WIP")



WIP

    what the next few
  month might bring



WIP

not kdbus
  it's dead, Jim



WIP

developers  started
 "Bus1" instead



  WIP | Bus1

    still pre-alpha and not
 ofcially announced



  WIP | Bus1

   design inspired by
   Androids "binder" and

  other IPC techniques



  WIP | Bus1

 universal IPC
    can transport D-Bus messages,
       but can also be used for other

protocols



WIP

 what else?



WIP

  Intels Graphics
  Virtualization Technology

(GVT-g)



WIP

    use parts of your iGPU
 in VMs



WIP

 3D acceleration  in VMs
  (Linux and Windows)



WIP

 initial bits  in 4.8



WIP

 what else?



WIP

 XFS Reverse-mapping



   WIP | XFS RMAP

      also in 4.8, but not used
  for anything yet



   WIP | XFS RMAP

   foundation for many
  improvements currently

developed



   WIP | XFS RMAP



   WIP | XFS RMAP

    IOW: many features that
     people like in Btrfs & ZFS

   (but integrated volume manage-
    ment is not among them)



   WIP | XFS RMAP

       so will XFS in the end be
     our "next gen fle system

 for Linux"?



   WIP | XFS RMAP

     we'll see, but it certainly
    will be interesting to watch



WIP

 what else?



WIP

 MD-RAID:
 Clustering, Log-Device



  WIP | Mdadm

  clustering support for
   MDDRAID1 slowly getting

 production ready



  WIP | Mdadm

 Log-Device:
   Journaling for RAID 5/6



  WIP | Mdadm

   avoids the "write hole"
     and improves the performance a

    little bit; more to come



WIP

 what else?



WIP

  a lot more



   WIP | much more

  live patching
improvements

 year 2038

 realtime &
  realtime KVM



   WIP | much more

richacls

    support for SMR hard discs

Tinifcation

schedutil



   that was part 4



 next up



   Teil 5: meta view



meta

    a look at kernel
development itself



meta

 a new   longterm kernel
every January

    (longterm == 2 years support)



  meta | Longterm

    makes it more predictable
   (for users and distros)



  meta | Longterm

kroah.com/log/blog/2016/09/06/4-dot-9-equals-equals-next-lts-kernel/

http://kroah.com/log/blog/2016/09/06/4-dot-9-equals-equals-next-lts-kernel/


 meta view

 what else?



 meta view

   there are about
    two or three security

  issues every week



  meta | security

      and each year there are a
     few that are really critical



  meta | security

  better be prepared!



  meta | security

    the big distros know that



  meta | security

    many vendors do not
  understand this yet:-/

    (esp. in the embedded world)



  meta | security

     that will become a big
  problem with the

  Internet-of-Things (IoT)



  meta | security

      it seems it already is :-/



 meta view

 what else?



 meta view

 GPL enforcement



    meta view | GPL enforcement

    a long debate recently
   indirectly triggered by

  "hch vs VMware"



    meta view | GPL enforcement

    some of the most
  important kernel

   developers are against it



    meta view | GPL enforcement

       will be a topic on this years
 kernel summit



 meta view

 what else?



 meta view

    stable & longterm kernels
   not working as hoped



    meta view | stable issues

   (1) to many regressions?



    meta view | stable issues

   (2) ignored by
  manufactures of

 embedded hardware?



    meta view | stable issues

   many recent android
   phones running quite

 old kernels



    meta view | stable issues

      this is a mess and been
     like that for a long time



    meta view | stable issues

   kernel developer once
    again look how matters

  can be improved



 meta view

 what else?



 meta view

   testing and regression
    tracking are a problem

   my pet peeve ;-)



   meta view | testing

   bug reporting is hard

bugzilla.kernel.org
   doesn't work to well

    to hard to run mainline

  scares testers away



   meta view | testing

    lot's of room for
  improvements and

 community participation



 meta view

 what else?



 meta view

     more and more tools are
    developed and used to

  fnd bugs early



    meta | bug hunt tools

 fuzzing tools:
 Trinity, Kcov/Syzkaller



    meta | bug hunt tools

  CI: kernelci.org,
    kbuild test robot aka "0-

day"



    meta | bug hunt tools

  Kselftest, GCC plugins



 meta view

 what else?



 meta view

   new Linux competitors
    emerging for use in IoT

   e.g. Zephyr & Magenta



 meta view

    Linux to heavy for IoT?
   Remains to be seen…



    meta | Linux & IoT

   maybe IoT hardware
   becomes powerful enough
  for Linux soon



    meta | Linux & IoT

   and maybe tinifcation
   makes Linux more suitable



 meta view

 what else?



 meta view

  issues with
 kernel development?



  meta | development

  developers getting old?

   not enough fresh blood

  not enough reviewers

    LKML tone too unfriendly,
  hostile and anti-woman?



   meta changes | development

   really complicated &
 complex topics



   meta changes | development

        a lot is not as bad as the
   journalists make it sound



   meta changes | development

     a lot of things are
   way better then

     5 or 10 years ago



  meta | development

   but yes, some things
  could be better

  like so often  in life



   that was part 5



%post



%post

more details?



   %post | more details

    use a search engine, Luke!
     slides and recording from talks

   and articles available



   %post | more details

      ask me if you can't fnd
anything



%post

  three more things



%post

    (1) help testing the kernel



  %post | testing

     especially if you own not
   that widespread Hardware



  %post | testing

      or use your distro in a
  unusual way



  %post | testing

      if you do not test it,
 nobody might



  %post | testing

   bugs/regressions only get
   noticed when they're old



  %post | testing

  making them
 *way harder*

    to track down and fx



  %post | testing

    which will annoy *you*
  in the end



  %post | testing

    in your interest to test



%post

    (2) tell me what you
   think about this talk
   or my articles



  %post | feedback

    there is always something
 to improve

         I might do it again just like this if
    you do not provide feedback



 %post

     (3) want to be kept
up2date?



%post

www.heise.de/thema/Kernel_Log

http://www.heise.de/thema/Kernel_Log


%post

lwn.net

https://lwn.net/


%post

plus.google.com/+ThorstenLeemhuis

http://plus.google.com/+ThorstenLeemhuis


%post

   that's it – questions?
    (TWIMC: this is slide #264  )



 

 Thorsten Leemhuis
  mail: linux@leemhuis.info, thl@ct.de

  GPG Key: 0x72B6E6EF4C583D2D
 IRC@freenode.net: knurd

plus.google.com/ThorstenLeemhuis

#EOF


